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Claim Status Innovations:
Appeal Faster, Work Smarter

Introduction
▪ Melissa Smith – Senior Director, Patient Financial
Services
➢ 17 years experience in healthcare, including hospital
operations and revenue cycle leadership.

▪ Mary Ellen Murnane – Director, Patient Financial
Services Ambulatory Billing
➢ 20+ years experience in both Hospital and
Physician revenue cycle operations.
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Legislative Mandate – Claim Status
▪

Payors are required to offer the status of the claim on their websites and
through their customer service call centers.
➢ ACA SECTION 1104 - TRANSACTIONS REQUIRING OPERATING RULES

▪

However, the rule doesn’t mandate that the claim status has to be easy to
retrieve and can take substantial time to locate just one claim.

.
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Automating the claim status process
Automation technology eliminates the need for staff to spend hours calling payors or
manually searching payor websites for the status of claims.
 It costs providers $5.40/claim and 9 - 29 minutes/claim to manually look-up

claims information*
 This technology receives payor billed claims data (837) then automatically queries

payor websites to provide actionable claim status information as soon as it
becomes available.
 All available claim information is returned to the provider, unlike the standard claim

status transaction data (277).

Automating the claim status process can provide ~ 30-day jumpstart
enabling staff to rework or appeal problematic claims, gain work flow
efficiencies, and reduce days in A/R.
*2016 CAQH Index
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The 277 Does Not Provide Actionable Data

Actionable Claim Status Available Data

Standard 277

Payor websites return over 60+ data fields - all the information staff need to work
claims without manual interaction with the payor.

Note: Available fields vary by payor.
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Solution: Actionable Claim Status
Action
Items

DAY
1

PROVIDER

Action
Items

DAY
2

DAY
3

837 is
Submitted

Actionable Claim
Status

PAYOR

Claims Status
Available Online
(277)

835 Response
Sent Out

DAY
4

30 Days Sooner

Benefits
✓ Decreases bad debt & improves cash
acceleration
✓ Reduces A/R aging by working
problematic claims weeks faster
✓ Identifies patient responsibility to
increase collections

DAY
35

DAY
36

Reconcile &
Post

✓ Improves staff efficiency by providing
worklists and payor specific status
reasons beyond a standard 277 EDI
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INOVA Health System
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INOVA Health System
 INOVA® is a global leader in personalized health, which leverages precision medicine

to predict, prevent and treat disease, enabling individuals to live longer, healthier lives.
Serving more than two million people each year from throughout the Washington,
DC, metro area and beyond.
 We are shaping the future of health through our integrated network of hospitals,

primary and specialty care practices, emergency and urgent care centers, outpatient
services and destination institutes. INOVA's five hospitals include more than 1,700
licensed beds and 16,000 employees. INOVA encompasses the full array of health
services, including the area’s only Level 1 Trauma Center and Level IV neonatal
intensive care unit.
 INOVA's mission is to improve the health of the diverse community it serves

through excellence in patient care, education and research.
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Project Summary
 Claims across all 5 hospitals and over 1,800 physicians provided daily
 Actionable claim status implemented for major payors
➢ AARP, Aetna, Anthem, CareFirst, Cigna, Humana, United Healthcare.
➢ Medicare Part B.
➢ Medicaid (VA, DC, MD, WV, and NY).

 Best practices
➢ Integrate data with practice management system (Epic)
➢ Enhance work-flow
➢ Unique integration standards created for HB and PB workflows
➢ Utilize data to gain key insights
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Actionable Data Fast for Maximum
Efficiency
 Provided over 2.3 million rapid, actionable claim statuses to

INOVA representing over $4 billion in aggregate billed charges across
nine payors.
 Saved INOVA staff 185,000 hours of manual claim research and phone

calls with payors.
 Communicated over $520 million in denied charges an average of 20

days closer to the date of service than denied EOBs.

Note: For claims June 2016 – January 2018
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Only Work the Claims You Need To
INOVA staff spent a significant portion of the day manually checking
the status of claims that would be paid.

Hospital Billing

Physician Billing

21%

17%
83%
Promised Paid

79%
Promised Pay

By integrating actionable claim status
with existing workflows, INOVA was
able to reduce the cost to collect by
refocusing their follow-up staff on
problematic claims.
INOVA experienced a 30%
reduction in work queues across all
payors and approx. 80% across the
6 largest payors due to actionable
claim status implementation.

*Actionable claim status payors only
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Cutting Edge Work-Flow Design
Claim sent from
Epic to nThrive

INOVA sends file of all
clean claims from
nThrive to MedX

MedX queries
payor websites

Yes
MedX CRD status
imported into Epic
automatically and filed to
account

Is
status a
denial?

Yes

MedX sends CRD
file in confirmed
spec

Status
update
available?

No

Claim remains in
deferred tab of
follow up WQ for
X days or until
MedX query

No

System action creates a
BDC record specific to
owning area

Account is routed
to follow up WQ
using BDC and
owning area

Account WQ
logic and BDC
removal logic
from HB

If promise pay –
add 14 days to
standard response
time
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Added Benefits of Data
 Data rich, but insight poor.
 837 and 835 data converted into actionable insights.
 Real time analytics solutions custom designed.
➢ Actionable claim status dashboard.
➢ Payor report cards.
➢ Remittance analytics dashboards.

➢ Denials dashboards.
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In-Depth Reporting on
Key Performance Indicators
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Data Visualization is Key
 The complexity and shear quantity of healthcare claims data makes deep

level analysis challenging.
 Because of the way the human brain processes information, using charts

or graphs to visualize large amounts of complex data is easier than
poring over spreadsheets or reports.
 Quick recognition of trends leads to faster reporting to leadership

which ultimately leads to timely, improved outcomes.
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Have you ever seen an actual 835 file?

*Contains no PHI or facility identifiers
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Is this better?
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Payor Scorecards to Benchmark
Performance
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Next Steps for INOVA
 Accelerate patient billing

➢ Utilize actionable claim status to bill patient responsibility closer to date of

service
 Accelerate vendor outsourcing placements.
➢ Reduce aging
➢ Only outsource non-promised payment
 Leverage payor analytics in payor Joint Operating Committee meetings
 Expanding project to include additional payors
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Actionable Claim Status Summary
 Numerous benefits
➢ Decreases bad debt & improves cash acceleration

➢ Reduces A/R aging by working problematic claims weeks faster
➢ Identifies patient responsibility to increase collections
➢ Improves staff efficiency by providing worklists and payor specific status

reasons beyond a standard 277 EDI
 Best practices
➢ Integrate with patient management system

➢ Remove promised to pay claims from work queues to work by exception
➢ Use data to drive insights
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Questions?

Thank You!
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